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Men Honored

Ex-POW To Impart
Vietnam Experience
By George E. Gorospe

Scott Caraway

UNM art student and Vietnam veteran Gary Johnson unveils his sculpture You Can't Repair
the Damage Friday. The symbolic work is displayed this week on the art building patio.

Authorities Free Grenadian Prisoners
POINT SALINES, Grenada
(UPI) - Authorities Sunday freed
some of the Grenadian soldiers and
militiamen held at a prisoner of war
camp since surrendering during the
U.S. invasion of the Caribbean island.
In a brief exchange with reporters, a former member of the Revolutionary Military Council said
Deputy Prime Minister Bernard
Coard was behind the coup that toppled Marxist Prime Minister
Maurice Bishop and led to his execution.
Capt. Lester Redhead, speaking
at the prison camp at Point Salines,
said Coard held the real power following Bishop's ouster and that the
16-man military council was only a
front.
''The military council never
met," said Redhead, peering
through ventilation holes in a 3-by8-foot isolation cell. Bishop, three
ministers and at least 13 others were
killed Oct. 19 by soldiers of the Peoples Revolutionary Army.
Redhead is one of seven members

of the council being held for interrogation at the prison camp. Military
intelligence officers . conducted the
questioning from 10 wooden interrogation booths.
Also at the camp were Information and Mobilization Minister Selwyn Strachan and seven other council members. Most of the prisoners
were kept in tents at the dusty camp.

Seventy-four former members of
the Grenadian army and militia were
released Sunday from the detention
camp.
Some said they had been mistreated by u. s. military police, who
reportedly kicked them and called
them "dogs." But many of the prisoners said such treatment was un-

continued on page 3

The Vietman War ended a little
less than 10 years ago and there are
some 2,500 servicemen who still haven't come home. These men, officially listed as missing in action,
prisoners of war or killed in action/
body not recovered, will be honored
this week across the country and on
the University of New Mexico
campus.
The week-long observance will
also give these men's families and
other concerned groups an opportunity to persuade the federal government to take positive action on
resolving the continuing questions
of what happened to these soldiers.
National groups such as the
National League of Families of
American Prisoners and Missing in
Southeast Asia have accused present
and past administrations of not
doing enough to account for the men
and will this week ask for more
forceful negotiations with the Vietnamese government for informa. tion.
·
The sponsors of the MIA/POW
Awareness Week on campus have
scheduled panel discussions, films
and lectures. The Arnold Air Society and Angel Flight will sponsor a
talk by ari ex-POW and present a
film entitled We Have Not Forgotten, which depicts the rescue of a
downed pilot during the Vietnam
War.
The main speaker will be William
Baugh, a U.S. Air Force pilot who
spent six years in a Vietnam prison
camp. Baugh, director of public
affairs for the U.S. Space Command

at Peterson Air Force Base in Colorado, will speak from 7 to 9 p.m.
Wednesday in Woodward Hall
Room 101.
"I was at a presentation of his
(Baugh) earlier this year. It was very
moving. The MIA/POW problem is
an important issue that cannot be
forgotten," said Maj. James Reed,
Arnold Air Society commander.
Baugh, who has toured the country speaking to a variety of organizations, will focus on his experiences
as prisoner of war from 1967 to
1973.
"I was flying a mission over
North Vietnam in January 1967
when suddenly my plane was hit by
anti-aircraft fire and went out of control,'' Baugh said. ''I had to bail out
over enemy territory. I hid during
the night and evaded the enemy, but
at dawn I was captured. They tortured and interrogated me, then put
me in a prison encampment with
other American prisoners of war.
"For the next six years I never
knew when I would be free again .
Despite all the hardships, fear and
loneliness, I never gave up my faith
in my country. I knew she would
free us and bring us home - and
she did!"
Based on evidence of sightings of
living American servicemen in Vietnam by refugees fleeing that country
at war's end, families of MIAs and
POWs still hope their loved ones arc
alive and want the government to
intervene.
For further information on this
week's observances, contact the
Arnold Air Society at 277-3850.

UNM Benefits

Program Eases Funding Problems
lab funding is "a very serious problem," a five-year funding program
USA Today recently reported that from the state Legislature has re$1 billion is needed nationwide to lieved the problem somewhat for
update college laboratory research New Mexico universities.
and teaching equipment, but UniFive years ago, the Legislature
versity of New Mexico administra- passed a program that grants $5 miltors say the situation here is not as lion a year to state universities,
bad.
Scalctti said. UNM's annual share is
Joseph Scaletti, associate provost $2 million.
for research at UNM, said that while
"The state responded very posi-

By Steve Shoup

tively to this national crisis by this
kind of appropriation," Scaletti
said. "It maintains the University's
current state-of-the-art equipment in
science and engineering."
Not only does the funding help
update equipment, Scaletti said, but
it offers the University other advantages. Federal agencies such as the
Department of Energy, the National
Science Foundation and the Department of Defense have given UNM
matching funds in response to state
aid:
Having up-to-date equipment
makes it easier to get research
grants, Scaletti said.
"By having new equipment, you
arc telling th~ granting agency you
have the capacity to carry out research," he said.
Besides the more than a dozen
science and engineering departments that have direc:tly benefited
'(rom the program, the entire University profits, Scaletti said. Improvements in teaching labs and access to computers arc some of the
advantages, tie said.
: "Our state is unique in having
made the .funds available to the universities,'' Sc:lletti said. ''We're the
only state in the union thatdid this."
He said the lab appropriations did
not affect the level of overall funding for the University.
Riley 0. Schaeffer, chairman of
UNM's chemistry department, said

he has ''mixed feelings" about cur-·
rent laboratory equipment.
Although the chemistry department
was able to purchase new equipment, repair and replacement of
obsolete implements is a problem.
"I'm very pleased with the state
program," Schaeffer said, .. but it
needs to be a regularly budgeted,
continuous program if the University is going to have the high-tech
programs we're trying to have in this
state."
. Henry C. Ellis, chairman of
UNM's psychology department,
said the state appropriation took his
department out of the "dark ages"
that existed prier to 1978.
Ellis said research space in the
department is "generally quite
good,'' but more money is needed to
provide lab space and equipment for
new faculty m~mbers. Between
$25,000 and $75,000 is need for
each new professor, he said.
"It's inappropriate to bring on
new faculty without .new labs,"
Ellis said.
UNM's geology department
Chairman Rodney C. Ewing said,
''Our lab situation is generally better
than average, due to the generosity
of the state.''
Ewing said three to four years of
equipment acquisition is needed to
bring his department up to date.
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Wire Report

Prisoners-------

United Press International

continued from page 1
usual and reserved for troublemaker&.
The prisoners were among some
I ,300 members of the anny and
militia who surrendered to U.S. and
Caribbean military authorities at the
orders of Governor-General Sir Paul
Scoon.
Milita1y intelligence officers held
220 of them for questioning to determine H any were involved in
Bishop's death "or any other subversive activities," said Capt. Russell Cancilla of the !18th Military
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Lima in the capital's 448-year hi>·
tory.
Initial resul!s sho11 ed leftist
candidates winning almost every
ciiy and district, with Belaunde 's
Popular Action party a distant fourth
in most raca>.
In A Yacucho, the Andean state
capilli] -where Shining Path is the
sttOn!!est, a woman candidate for an
opposition pany headed for victory.
Voting was heavy but many ballots
were invalidated because voters had
scrawled ··Shining: Path" on them.
No el~tions were slated in three
of Ayarucho state's seven provinces
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The worst violence came Saturday night around Lima. Two officers were shot in front of the rightwing Popular Christian Party, which
forms a coalition with the ruling
Popular Action party. One guard
was killed at Popular Action offices,
and a half-dozen people were injured.
Close to 100 suspects were
arrested following the election-eve
violence. p<)]ice said.

Inquiry Opens Into Amtrak Crash; ..
No Reduced Speed Orders Issued
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Call our ad staff today at
277·5656 and find out
about a good advertising inv.estment and bargain. Or stop by 131
·Marron Hall, Monday-.
Friday $ a.m.-5 p.m •

Police Company, head of the camp.
U.S. military spokesman Maj.
Douglas Frey said the released prisoners were issued credentials protecting them against further arrest.
The green identification cards
bear the Grenada coat of arms and
list their physical characteristics and
other pertinent data.
"Unless this individual participates in restricted activities or in criminal acts he-she should not be
apprehended as further questioning
has not been deemed necessary at
this time," the credentials say.
"Me no prisoner of war, me no
fight.ltook no part in this war, don't
understand why they call meprisoner of war," said Gregory Thomas,
23, who said he was an airport worker who left the army more than a year
ago,
Thomas said the treatment at the
U.S. prisoner of war camp had been
good. Relatives were allowed .to
visit and take clothes, food and gifts.

Women Protest Missile lnstallatio. n
.

ALICE SPRINGS, Australia
(UP!) - Police arrested 57 antinuclear protesters Sunday when
they forced theirway into the topsecret, joint U.S.-Australian
military base at Pine Gap in central Australia.
·
Skirmishes broke out when
police removed more than I 00
women protesters trying to erect
tents and banners inside the
security fence of the base, 12
miles south of Alice Springs in
Australia's hot, arid center. Fifty-seven of the women were
arrested.
The protest, organized by
Women for Survival, also was in
support of efforts by women
camped permanently outside the
Greenhan Common base in England Where Americal'f cruise missiles reportedly are starting to be

.

installed this week.
More than 700 women are
camped outside the base for a
two-week vigil to demonstrate
against the American installation.
Ranging in age between 16 and
60, the women arrived at the base
Thursday from ;Ill around Australia with hundreds .of packs,
musical instruments, bedrolls,
food boxes and tents.
Dressed in traditional suffragette colors of green, white
and purple, they laid a wreath at
the base on Remembrance Day
Friday in memory of those who
died in war and marched peacefully while singing ~nd holding
aloft a mass of banners and Oags,
Sunday's confrontation be·
tween protesters and police

.

caused the first arrests of the demonstration. which police predicted l<~st week WDllid be <I
"non-event as far as arrests arc
concerned.'·
State Norlhcrn Territory police
have been joined by 57 federal
policeman in a camp of caravans
just inside the base's perimeter
fence,
Pine Gap, operational since
1970, is officially a joint U.S.·
Australian space research facility, but protest organizers say it is
a sophisticiited CIA-run communications base and a prime
nuclear target.
Lee O'Gonnan from Women
for -Survival said Pine Gap was
chosen as t)le focus for the protest
because it fom1ed a vital part of
the U.S. global nuclear system.

~

As many as I 00 passenger> were treated at hospitals
in Dallas and throughout east Texas. officials said.

Co Doily Lobo

The Amtrak Eagle, bound from Chicago to San Antonio, jumped the tracks on a curve at about 70 mph,
within the speed limit, about 500 yards from a 1981
derailment, railroad authorities said.

f.IIJOIJOay

Five cars at the rear of the nine-<:artrain deralred. The
train pulled up 400 feet of track in its slide - 500 feet
beyond the point where the train cars initially left the
track.

----------------

Se.-en cars at the rear of the nine-car train jumped the
tracks and one was parrially off, Engen said, The last
three of those cars turned on their sides on a 15-foot
embankment.
lie said the second wheel on the right of the first
passenger car - the fourth car on the train - had a
''H:ry pronounced gouge" which could indicate it was
the first wheel to hit a break in the track.
Two of the Yictims were in the last car, one in the
upper deck and one on the lower. A third victim was in
the upper deck of the dining car and a fourth was in the
third car from the rear. he said .
Engen said the locomotive 't speed tape- and· tapes of
voice transmissions between the dispatcher and crew
memb<:rs would be sent to Washington. The final report
on a cause of the accident was expected in four tO six
months.
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Assad on the withdrawal of Synan and Israeli forces from
Lebanon.
V.S. F-14 Tomcat fighter jets
fle1\ reconnaissance nights over
the capital as Lebanese nrmy
po£itlons, five miles cast of
Beirut. took mortar fire. A
Lebanese soldier was .killed in
dashes "ithMoslcru Druzc miliname.n. the radi<) said.
G-~:nayel postponed a planned
Mwday trip to Damascus after
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The talks were to have been
Gcmaycl's first with Assad, who
backs the anti-government militias in Lebanon as well as the
Palestinian dissidents opp<:1sed to
Arafat's rule of the Palestine Libcrmion Organization.

Open Dally

Save 50¢ ~{~!~d~i~~

$1.49

As~ad was taken to the hospital
for treatment of an unspecified
illnc~s. The radio said the discus~ ion~ would be held when
Assad's health improves.
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n:ss" with Japan and reaffirnting. a
1.'<1n\mitmcnt to the defense of South
Kon:a.

All Cheese Pizza

BOSTON - A l'!nn~:. of white
tccn~gcn;. yelling taclnl slurs attacked two cmnpaign \\"Otkers handing
outlc:1l1cts ior the t::tndidate seeking
to hecomc the city's first black
ma\'or in Tuesday's election, autlmrlties said Sund~ty. The incident
Saturd.w was nt lea~! the third YioIcnt Intidcnl :1s.ainn can1paign
workers from both sides in the
bh~ek·whitc el<!etion.
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Audience Alienated
By Kristie Jones
The recent change in format at KUNM has not been f<:'r the bet!er.
Our self-proclaimed public radio station is rapidly becommg anythmg
but public; rather, it is appealing to a minority of musical extremists.
To be frank, !yah Music is trash. Face it, KUNM staff- you're the
only people who listen to it. (However, those who can tell one reggae
song from another are to be commended,) Devoting a_ fu~l afternoon
to this is absurd when one considers the amount of a1r-t1me reggae
gets during "free-form" broadcasting hours.. . .
..
Between this and fashionable laments of mll1tant femm1sts, KUNM
is rapidly alienating a supportive audience. Lesbian poetry, and cardcarrying lesbians in general, are dull; a person's sexual preference
isn't of the least importance to radio's listeners.
The attitudes of some members of the KUNM staff reflect a great
disdain for the intelligence of the University of New Mexico community. This sad fact is manifested in David Dunaway'~ program.
Although the music is well selected, there isn'tennugh of 1t; Dunaway
monopolizes the airwaves with his self-entr;3nced drivel. Other members of the station's staff have this notion as well. The absence of the
notably obnoxious Oliver Stone helps, but it's not enough,
Jt is too bad that KUNM can'tbe in Santa Fe with real artists and real
culture, but the truth ;s they wouldn't be missed by Albuquerque
"hayseeds,"

---Opinion---

IT'S TIME

Benson Yazzi, second from left, won the half-mile disabled veterans wheelchair race Friday at the V.A. Hospital in 3:30.

TO

REGISTER FOR
T11E SPRING
SEMESTER. ASED.
OUR FOUR-UGGI
HERO ATr.:MPTs

II

TO FII.L. HIS
SCME DIJLE •••

----Letters---University Radio Welcomes Criticism
Editor:
On behalf of my fellow "torchbearing psychotics," I would like
to express my appreciation for

the concern shown by Mark Wladika and Eddie Tafoya about the
nature of KUN M's programs
(Nov. 8 Daily Lobo).
in order to further their in-

PEC Not Yet Perfect Vietnam Parallels Clear

By Drew Richman

Editor:
It has been a month since I first suggested that a committee of
students, faculty and administrators be formed to study alternative
systems of bringing entertainment to the University. No follow-up
action has been taken yet, but interest is swelling. In the meantime, at
least, the Popular Entertainment Committee has been put on a
budget, as over-inflated as it is.
,
PEC finally got an available date at Popejoy, And they booked a fme
local show. They ran a great advertising campaign with the sponsoring radio station. However, at this point- even after the venue is
held, the bands are booked, the technicians are contracted and the
advertising is completed- is where the work begins.
Two separate, unrelated sources that both worked the showteil me
that the production was shoddy and unprofessional. One worker said
that Steve O'Neill, perhaps the hottest local act around, says he will
never work for PEC again. The attendance figure, sources indicate,
was sparse, and (the show) could easily have been done in the
ballroom. It is also curious that sound was contracted out l:lt extra cost
when the hall has a new and completely adequate system of its own.
J urge students to become more concerned abouttheir$14 student
fees. Some students don't even know that there is such a fee or where
it goes to. Even more students don't realize that the total ASUNM
budget was somewhere in the vicinity of 5460,000 ($~4 adds up):
In closing, I quote the great Professor Charles Reddmg, who sa1d,
"The ability to change and adapt may be the key to surviVal in the
future." This may be especially true in the entertainment business
and business in general in the '80s and '90s.
We (ASUNM) must change also or be left behind. Business will
continue, despite petty patronage student po!itics. Let's ~etthis. thing
straight and change the system. Explore the Issues, nl?t JUSt th1s <:'ne
but all of them. Don't Jet anyone spend your money wrthout heanng
your voice.

Berthold's column of Nov. 10, 1983, provided a realistic alternative
view of the Beirut airport bombing. It challenged the University to
think about our government's double-speak regarding e\lents there.
The parallels with Vietnam are so clear: the Americans have no
well-defined mission other than to shore up a minority government.
By contrast, the opposition is determined and willing to die for their
ends. Have we blown it again?
Full steam ahead, Richard!
Charles Humble
Cancer Research and Treatment Center

terests, however, I would like to
make the suggestion that they
approach the University Radio
Committee, which meets regularly and is responsible for
overseeing the type of material
!hatKUNM broadcasts. I am sure
that they would take any constructive criticisms Mark and
Eddie have very seriously.
Incidentally, both writers
might also be interested in en·
rolling next semester for my
course, "Introduction to Logic
156-001," since they clearly haven't the faintest idea how to use
the term "reductio ad absurdum" correctly.

..

Radio Station Seeks Money, Memberships in Drive
KUNM is seeking I ,014 new
members to be the public in public
broadcasting by supporting KUNM
during its fund-raising and membership drive, which began Saturday
and runs until this Saturday.
KUNM, the local National Public
Radio (NPR) affiliate, is supported
by federal and state funding along
with local business underwriters and
listener contributions.
·
The goal of this drive, according
to fund-raising coordinator Wendy
Watson, is $26,000 and I ,014 new
member-subscribers. Public contributions, Watson said, "allows us

NMPIRG To Hold Board Elections
The New Mcl(ico Public fnlcrcst
and Research Group will hold its
annual board of directors election
Nov. 30 on the University of New
Mexico campus.
Candidate petitions can be picked
up at the NMPIRG .office in the New
Mexico Union, Room 24-E. Both

Nick Crofts,
Classical Programmer, KUNM
Radio

kinko·s copi(ls

JUST REMEMBER~THERE'S
A FUTURE
IN PLASTICS

to purchase programs we wouldn't
This fall, the station, located on
have otherwise, programs the com- the University of New Mexico cammercial stations don't air."
pus with its transmitter on Sandia
The $26,000 goal would relieve Crest, has offered a number of new
the crunch of increased costs of programs: A Prairie Home Companoperating the 13,600-watt, non- ion, "the nation's most popular pubcommercial station.
lic radio show'' and winner of PeaFunds raised by the earlier' 'Drive body and Gabriel awards; Kidsto Survive" alleviated NPR's finan- word, a children's program of Storcial crisis but were not intended ies, music and games; Focus on
solely for local affiliates, Watson Women, a look at issues and inemphasized. KUNM listeners terests of local women; the illfemapledged $30,000 during the August tional Music Show; and Looking at
radiothon. Contributions from the Jazz.
upcoming drive are KUNM's lifebIn the past year, in addition to
lood.

2312 Central Ave. SE

graduate and undergraduate students
are eligible to run for the five open
positions and must return their petilions with a minimum of 50 signatures to the office by Thursday.
For more information contact the
P!RG office at 277-2757.

Here's how it works :
Professors organize a selection of class
readings .(check copyright law for legal use
of material) and drop the master off at Klnko"s
Klnko's will·
• Duplicate it
.
- Assemble Custom Notebooks
- Distribute them to your students at a
reduced rate
Our Professor Publishing Plan is available at no
cost to you or your department.

For more information, call Don Mullen at 255-9673

PIONEER WEAR'S FACTORY OUTLET
ROSS AT YALE, behind PIONEER WEAR,
NEAR THE AIRPORT
Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
242-9535

N£WMEXICO-------~-------
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regular programs, listeners have
also heard radio dramas and a simulcast with KNME-TV of The Jacksonville and AI/ That Jazz Festival,
one of the most popular jazz concerts of the year.
Member-contributors will receive
12 issues of Zounds, the station's
program guide, which i.ncludes
program notes and profiles.
Listeners who pledge $200 or
more can dedicate a day of broadcasting to the person or event of their
choice.

Fitness To Be Lecture Subject
A lecture on "Women and Physical Fitness" will be held Tuesday ut
the University Club, 1805 Roma Ave. N.E.
The speaker will be Dr. Vivian Heyward of the University of New
Mexico Health, Physical Education and Recreation department. The
lecture is being sponsored by the UNM Faculty and Professional
Women's Association.
A no-host bar will be open at 5 p.m. and the program will begin at
5:45 p.m. Guests arc welcome.

The University of New Mexico
has arranged to hold a 1984 summer
session at the Escucla para Extran·
jeros in conjunction with I he National Autonomous University of
Mexico.
An information meeting, which
includes summer sessions in Spain
and Guadalajara, will be held at7:30
p.m. today at the International Center, 1808 Las Lomas Ave. N.E.
Courses available during the summer session include topics in Latin
American art, literature, history and
the Spanish language, including an
Intensive bnguage Program requiring no previous knowledge of
Spal)ish.
To join the summer session, students must !III out an application and
submit a letter of intent plus a copy
of their transcript and one letter of
recommendation from a professor.
There are also a limited number of
full-tuition scholarships available lo
interested students. Application
deadline for the fall competition is
Nov. 30.
Applications for the summer
program may be picked up and sent
to the UNM/UNAM Summer Program, Office of International Programs, 1717 Roma Ave. N .E.

Center Offers
Math Workshop
For students needing to brush up
on their Math 121 skills before finals, the University Skills Center will
hold a workshop at 3 p.m. today.
The workshop, held every Monday, is a group review session run by
a tutor, with individual help also
available. Students arc welcome on
a drop-in basis.
The skills center is on the third
floor of Zimmennan Library.
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Financial Workshop Set

Focus

.Focus

Louisiana Exposition Promises
Exciting Displays, Amusement

Exposition---------

BIKE HOUSE

Managers are increasingly confronted with decisions on fimmcial
matters, even though muny individuals in these positions have little or
no previous accounting or financial training, says John Warner, director of the University of New Mexico Management Development
Center.
For this reason, the center is offering a three-day workshop on
"Accounting and Financial Essentials for Non-Financial Managers"
to be held in Albuquerque today through Wednesday.
Among the topics to be covered arc financial statement analysis,
financial ratios and their interpretation, cash flow analysis, financial
planning and budgeting, sources of capital and breakeven analysis.
The workshop fcc is $395, which inch1des all program materials,
refreshments and lunches. but excludes lodging. A I 0 percent discount
is available to any organization sending three or more people.
Warner said expenses incurred for continuing management education may be tax deductible.
The workshop will be held from 8:30a.m. to 5 p.m. each day at the
Slwraton Old Town Inn, SOO Rio Grande Blvd. N.W.
Fnr more information, or to enroll. contact the Management Development Center through the UNM School of Management.

universal travel service
WE ISSUE TICKETS FOR ALL
AliUJl'\ES

N

w

No Charge for
Our Services

s

LOCATED AT RICHMOND & CENTRAL
255-8665

3019 Central NE

Construction is under way on one of the World's Fair exhibits, the half-mile long Wonder
Wall.

You're Needed
AIIOverthe
World.

By Steve Shoup

The year 1984 will be remembered for the Los Angeles Olympic
Games, a festival of sport, a gathering of athletes from the world over.
But 1984 will include another international festival held in the United
States. Beginning May 12, the flags
of dozens of nations will flutter over
the Mississippi River as New
Orleans hosts the Louisiana World
Exposition.
As if New Orleans didn't have
enough attractions with the French
Quarter, Mississippi paddlewheelers and Mardi Gras to draw millions
of tourists, the exposition should
offer even more reason to indulge in
the sensations of the Crescent City.
The location of the fair adjacent to
the Mississippi and near the nation's
busiest port is particularly appropriate since the fair's theme is "The
World of Rivers: Fresh Water as a
Source of Life."
The 82-acre fairgrounds will
actively reflect this theme, as will

Ask Peace Corps volun!eers why rheir ingenuuy and flexibility
ore os viral os their degrees. They'll rell you they ore helping
the world's poorest peoples ortoin self sufficiency In rhe areas
at food produCTion, energy conservation, education, economic
development and heolrh services. And they'll rell you about
the rewards of hands on career experience overseas. They'll
tell you ifs the roughest job you'll ever love.

SE:-.<IORS/GR:\!lS: Sign up for intcl'-

view and pick

11p

HARVARD

an annlication

now: C:AREBR PLACIP1E:-.lT OFFICE
Rep. on Campus: Tues.-Thurs.,
Ncl\:. 15~17.
Visit the INFO BOOTH
in the STllDENT CENTER

PEACE CORPS

the exhibitors. Eleven million people are expected to tour the fair,
which will be a mini-Disneyland on
the Mississippi.
A serpentine monorail will circumscribe the site, transporting fairgoers to any of three stations. And
what would a fair be without carnival rides? Several rides, including an
old-fashioned Ferris wheel, will
provide traditional amusement.
New Orleans won't have the sky·
scraping-towers that were
trademarks of the New York, Seattle, San Antonio and Knoxville
world's fairs. Instead, its architectural statement will be horizontal the Wonder Wall, a 2,300 foot-long
menagerie of concession booths,
performance areas, viewing platforms and exhibits, presented in a
chimera of color and form.
The Wonder Wall is basically a

columned structure, marking the
western boundary of the fair site. It
is made up of fanciful elements of
many architectural styles, including
Neo-classical, Byzantine, Spanish,
Russian and a liberal dose of something that defies classification. Fair·
goers can walk under, through, over
and around the wall - perhaps the
ultimate in participatory
architecture.
In keeping with the fair's theme,
an intricate network oflagoons, canals and ponds will weave through the
site. The Watercourse System will
meander both inside and outside ex~
hibition buildings, featuring traveling display barges, stationary exhibits and participatory exhibits.
Barges decorated to resemble
such things as Mardi Gras floats,
mythological creatures, floating
continued on page 7

continued from page 6
fountains and even New Orleans
architecture and food will make their
way through the fair grounds. Imagine watching 10-foot baked crab
float by - mouthwlltering.
One part of the Watercourse Sys-·
tern, the W!itergarden, may be one
of the most exciting· ana fascinating
sections of the fair,
If you've ever wa~tted to stretch
those childhood games with the garden hose to the limit, the Watergarden is for you, Twenty-one exhibits,
devices and machines all involving
water in the most imaginative ways
will allow fairgoers to thoroughly
experience water. Fairgoers can
nctually play with some of the in·
credible water machines, splashing
each other with enormous water
scoops, shooting a water cannon at
spinning, pumping, clanging and
ba~tging tllrgets, wander through a
water curtain maze, bounce on a
huge water mattress, trot through a
water course in buoyant hip boots or
shoot spinning balls skyward with
water jets.
Every hour of every day cif the
six-month long fair will feature a
wide variety of live entertainment.
Naturally, a number of New Orleans
jazz ensembles will play, along with
the New Orleans Philharmonic
Symphony. International perfomers
such as mimes, circus acts,
flamenco dancers, aquatic extravaganzas, African and Tahitian
troupes as well as Japanese Kabuki
will entertain and amuse audiences.
Aside from all this frivolity, there
will be what world's fairs are most
noted for: international exhibits.
The People's Republic of China,
whose exhibit at the 1982 Knoxville
World's Fair drew the largest
crowds, is expected to attend.
Japan, Australia, Canada and Vati-

Ross Mountain Bikes
New & Used
Ten-speeds
Repairs

255-8808
137 Harvard SE
(Closed Sun. & Mon,)

EXPERIENCE
AIR FORCE
NURSING.
You coul~ be one of the senior nursing students selected for
the U.S. A1r Force Early Commissioning Program (ECP). When
selected, you'll. be commissioned prior to taking your state
board examination. As a newly commissioned nurse you will
attend a five month internship at a major Air Force medical
facillt~ and have a head start In assuming the leadership responsibilities of an Air Force officer. Aim High 1Accept the job
and challenge of the Air Force Nurse Corps. For additional
Information contact:

A New Orleans trademark, an old-fashioned Mississippi paddlewheeler, is moored at the World's Fair site.
can City have also made commit- - Iars' worth or'construction is under
ments to have presentations at the way. New hotels are being built.
fair.
Sidewalks are being torn up and reThe United States Pavillion is a placed with flagstones and many old
22,000-square foot structure which houses and business are being reswill feature exhibits from numerous tored from their tumbledown state.
regions and businesses.
The Crescent City should be a
New Orleans is abuzz with con- genuine ·Showcase when the Olymstruction activity. Forty million dol- pics of fun begin next year.

DIEr CENTER®
''Diet Center's helped
me keep my ideal
weight for over 10
years."
"I started

with Diet Center back in 1972,
more than 25 pounds
overweight. And
thanks to their
natural, nutritious
program, I
achieved my
ideal weight,
and have
stayed there , ''"i'
ever since." , -

Cb.lttno Studlti wlU present Chic:ano poe~ A1urisla
at 7:30 p,m. Tuesday in NM Union RoOm 2~0 D, E.
Moreinfonnation Is availabfe.ln-6414.

Millions have lost
and have
kept it off, with
Dret Center. You
can too!

weigh~

UNM Racqaetbillll Club WiU meet at $d$ p.m. on

It Was A Sig Ep Homecoming Again!
UNM Homecoming Queen

UNM Homecoming King

1st Runner Up
Didra Franco
(Little Sister)
1st Among Ail
1st Place
Fraternity House Sundae F:ating
Displays 2nd Place
Contest
Overall

"Brad" Bradley III

1st Place
Lobo Float Contest
Sig F:p Pledge Class

Sigma Phi Epsilon- Pride Through Excellence

Domino's

Pizza

Delivers

f'ast, Free Delivery

i

"

I
I

3920 Central S.E.
262•1662
Umhod oouvory AIM

I
I
I
I $1..50 off any 16" pizza.
I
One coupon per pizza.
I
, Expires 11-21·83
I
I
Fast, Free Delivery
I
3920 Central S.E.
I
262·1662
I
Now open for lunch
I Open every dey at 11:00
I
I
I
I
I
I

$1.50

II.

===
I $.75
I

I $.75 off any. size pizza.
I One coupon per pi;j:za.
I
Expires 11-21-83
I
I
Fast, Free Delivery
I
3120 Central S.E.
I
~.2·1.11~
I
Now open for lunch
I Open every day at 11:00
I

II
I
I

®

Tuesdil)' at the racquetball courts jn Johnson Gym.
More information aE 88+3677.

Today's Events
N'an:oda Anon,moui wiD hold a m~eting lor
addict! only at B p.m. Mondayr at Sf. Thomas of
Can1erbury,425 UniversityN.E..

Siucluary Group will hold a c:t~ AA meeting for
alcoholics only at 8 p.m. MondaY! at the Newman

AI1KIId Air Soclel)' 1s sponsoring a MIA/POW
Awareness Week from NOv. 14-18, lntormatlon,
li1erature and speakers will be a\lllllable aU week on
the main floor or the NM Onion, There win be a
Special ·presentation whh siides. and fllms at 7 p.m.
WednesdaY In Woodward Halt Room tm. More
fnformaticn is avai1able at 277~3850.

Fast: lose 17 to 25
pounds in just six weeks
Safe: no shots or drugs
Natural: based on
sound nutrition
Inexpensive: no
contracts to sign

Center.More information is available at 247-1094.

Tuesday's Events
Santtuary Groap will hold a closed AA meeting for
alcoholiCS only at noon 'Tuesdays and Thursdays at
the Newman Center. More Information 15 available at
247·1094.
Campu11 Crw.ade for Cbr:lsl meets. at 7 p.m. every

Tuesday In the Basic Medical Scicrice Building, North
CamptU, ROOm 203. More infOrmation i.s ilva!lablc at
BBl-284L

Unhtd Cam pas Mialstrlel Will sponsOr a 1 'Womcn
and ReUgion Suppori Orouptt meeting at 4 p.tl\,

Tuesdays at 1801 Las LOnins N.E. More Information
Is available at 1S6-l2.74,

AFROTC will presenl Wild Blue Co11ntry, an Air
Force band specializini in c<luntrY tnd western music
will play t~ noon Tuesday ln NM Unior.. ballroom.
The concert is free.
Unl•enlt:r Art_ Mu!!ettni will pres~:nt a lecture by
painler Holl}l Roberts In .:onjundion-_ wJth the
exhibition 11 Ccrtaln Reall1les 11 nt 1 p.m. Tu~daY In
Rt:lom 2018 In the Fine Arts Cenlei'. More In·
formation Is available at277-4001.

G1y

lind

Lubl•n

Sludent

-urdon wlil present e.

dbcussion on "Being .Openly GaY lit Work" at 1he
TueSday rt1eeilng _o_t the ol.SO. More .infonnatlon is
available al 271-6739.

UTE YEARS
AHEAD''

Get Loose,
(iet M.R.
Moose
In the
New Mexico
Daily Lobo

0 1981

olet Cente;1 inc.

CALl TODAY FOR A FREE,
INTRODUCTORY CONSULTATION.

Coal near UNM
242-2333
Now over 1,800

Canada and England.
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Chile Fever Hits the Land of Enchantment
By Scott Caraway
The golden colors of full nrc
almost gone, the cold winds of winter arc 11pon us, the te11/ footbnll season is half over und the ristras of this
year's chile crop arc about dry- it
is u time near and dear to many New
Mexicans. lt is chile season.
Everybody in the world (it seems)
has a recipe for chile. Most of these
call for a myriad of ingredients im-

FEYLINE, BIG RIVER
AND

DOSEQUIS
ll'oleel I. ION Mat

Rare French Music Presented

liE

is proud lo present

der to a pot of chile.
Well, that may be all right if
you're going to ladle .it over a hotdog, but here in New Mexico, where
nil good chile is grown, chile is recognized as a vegetable and enjoyed
for its own flavor.
Chile, Citpsicum frutescens, is
both red and green - green while
young and fresh, red as it matures
and dries, having quite a different
flavor. Most red chile is made with
powder from ground, dried chile
pods. But for the aficionado, this
won't do, Proper chile is made from
the whole pod of chile as it is pulled
from the ristra.

possible to duplicate from batch to
batch. Some are good and some can
break a good man down and leave
him rummaging through the medicine cabinet in the middle of the
night in search of the Pepto-Bismol.
There are also many variations of
chile, To a Texan, chile is made with
hamburger meat, half-cooked beans
and and tomato paste. Some of these
Tex-Mex recipes call for as little as
two tablespoons of actual chile pow-

One of the reasons the best chile
comes from New Mexico is because
the dry climate preserves the pods so
well. While many people buy them
-tt to hang outside the house for decora~. tion, which is fine because they are
pretty, these lovely ristras should be
;
used for cooking too.
-il
The absolute best chile base is
made with few additional ingredients so the flavor of the chile will
ir: present itself to the palate uninhi~
bited and unencumbered. Garlic,
~
iC onion and perhaps a few cil!mtro
seeds are all that should be added to
the basic sauce.

+:. .***********************************+:
PIZZA EXPRESS
$2· 50
1710
SE
ir:

0 ff •

Central

~

Sun·Th 11:30a..,-12am
Frl & Sat 11:30am·lam

~

t
t

.

Any Large Thick Crust,
Pepperoni Pizza

-«

expires 11-20-83

-il

~ FREE· DELIVERY
"71

-+c
ir:

no

llmlled delivery area

?4~-?1

~~~~

one <oupon per piuo worch rhe lobo
evef'/ day ror our coupon. spec1ols

We honor
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To prepare a working solution of
this wondrous sauce, first pull about
15 dried pods from the ristra and
soak them in cold water for about
five minutes. This is to rinse off the
dust and to soften the chile pod
slightly, It is not necessary to reconstitute the pod.
Next, break open the pod and remove the seeds. The more seeds left
in, the hotter the chile will be. If a
particular batch of chile is too mild,
more seeds should be allowed into
the sauce.
While the chile pods arc soaking,
peel five or six cloves of garlic and
peel and quarter one medium onion.
Put about half the garlic and onion
into a blender, add about a teaspoon
of whole cilantro seeds (also called
coriander),. then stuff in about half
the softened chile pods and fill the
blender with water. Blend for about
two minutes.
This next step is very important:
Pour the solution through a large
wire-mesh tea strainer to retain all

French Canadian folk band La Bottine Souriante.

Tickets Available at All Giant Ticket Locations.

A fresh-dried ristra, garlic and onion are the only ingredients
needed for a pot of this scrumptious New Mexico red chile.
the hard skin of the pods. A spatula
will help force the liquid through the
strainer, Then discard the pulp. If
the pulp is allowed into the sauce, it
will be bitter. This is the main reason
using whole chile pods is better than
ground chile powder, where the hard
skin is ground with the chile.
Blend and strain the remaining
pods, garlic and onion. Now the
solution is ready to be cooked or, if
desired, frozen for later use.
At this point. the chile sauce can
be added to browned mea( and sim-

mcred for about 15 minutes. Salt
will probably have to be added.
Most New Mexicans think pork is
the best chile meat, but chicken,
beef and even polish sausage make a
fine dish. Some purists wi.ll not add
meat to their chile, preferring it
straight.
This New Mexican chile sauce
will lend a distinctive flavor and color to any Mexican dish that requires
chile, from posole to enchiladas, or
just in a bowl with beans. It even
makes a good chile dog,

~-------------------------~I
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Modern Master of Horror To Appear;
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Don't Be A Turkey!
Be a Plasma Donor
at Yale Blood Plasma Inc.

HELP!! The children of the
All Faiths Receiving Home

~~
_,_;.,. ____________________
'"; Y'fJ. ~ _
New Donors

$5.00
Bonus

on your First Donation Only.
Limit One Per New Donor
Hours Between 12:30-3:30 PM

lo•••••-•••••••••••llil••llil 1ii1 •••••••••••1
1

$1 00.
•

1

Old Donors
for your contribution towards
the Childrens Home. When you bring this
· ·r d
k
coupon on any smg e onation per wee

. .
B ..nus
1 per we·e·k,. . . . . . . . . . . .·

0

Offer expires 11-30-83
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Vale Blood Plasma, Inc.
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· 266 •5729
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Wednesday, November 30 -· 8:00 pm
Civic Auditorium
General Admission Tickets $10.00
($11.00 Day of Show)

By Craig Chrissinger
The author of such books as The
Stand, Firestarter, The Dead Zone
and Salem's Lot will be in Truth or
Consequences Saturday to help the
town's library raise money.
Stephen King, dubbed "the modem master of horror" by the New
York Times, will lecture and answer
questions beginning at 7 p.m. at the
Truth or Consequences Middle
School, corner of Fourth and Grape
streets.
A reception will follow at 8:30
p.m. at Geronimo Springs Museum
on Main Street. Finally, the town's
movie theater will offer a special
screeningofKing'sCujoat IOp.m.
Librarian Ellanie Sampson said a
childhood friend of King's broke the
ice and introduced the author to the
library. King accepted an invitation
to visit the town.
ln his essay "The Reader's Guide
to Stephen King," Douglas Winter
slates, "In less than 10 years, King
has become the most popular writer
of horror fiction of all time,''
However, King almost spent his

~:~~e:ching high school

English in

In the early winter of 1972,
Tabitha King was dusting her hus-

makeshift
study whiie
he was
1~------------------------~~ band's
at work.
She ffshcd
a discarded

manuscript out of the wastebasket
and began to read it. She pursuaded
him to resume his work, despite his
feeling that he had written "the
world's all-time loser."
Several months later, he submitted the revised version to publishers.
In March 1973, Doubleday purchased Carrie.
In his introduction to Night Shift,
a collection of short stories, King
writes, "My job is writing, and it's a
jobl like very much."
.
He has had a total of 12 books
published, including his latest, Pet
Sematary, about burial customs. Six
movies based on his stories have
been released. John Carpenter's production of Christine will hit the big
screen in December.
King, who fears writer's block, is
often asked why he writes about
such gruesome subjects.
"Writing is a catch-as-catch·can
sort of occupation;'' King. says.
"All of us seem to come equipped
w'ith filters on the floors of our
minds, and all the filters have differing sizes and meshes. What catches
in my filter may run right through
yours.
"The sludge that catches in the
mesh of my drain is often the stuff of
fear. My obsession is with the
macabre,*; he says.
In fact, King says all forms of art

When one thinks of French culture, serene images of bread, wine
and cheese come to mind, Handclapping, foot-stomping music isn't
usually associated with the French,
but La Bottine Souriante will be at
the University of New Mexico Student Union Ballroom at 4:30 p.m.
today to change all that.
La Bottine Souriante, which is
French for Little Boot that Grins, is a
traditional music group on tour from
Quebec, Canada. Its repertoire consists of traditional songs and dance
music from the cultural heritage of
the region of Lanaudiere.

The five-member band sings in
French and a variety of unusual instruments are used, including the
Jew's harp, the dulcimer, the accordion and the spoons.
"We are trying to bring a different kind of French culture and
music into the community," says
Diana Belsan, an aide in UNM's department .of modern and c.lassical
languages. "People usually don't
associate country music with France
at all."
The musicians of the group are
Yves Lambert, Martin Racine,
David Roy and Mario Rorest.

~LJJ:?L3A TCIJ:? Y
TWOWAYS
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H
orror.-------------continued from page 8
bound for a little while. lost in a
world that never was, never could

be."
As a writer, King says he is committed to the idea that'' in fiction the
story Value holds dominance over
every other facet of the writer's
craft; characterization, theme,
mood, none of those things is any-

thing if the story is dull. And if the
story does hold you, all else can be
forgiven. "
King lives in Bangor, Maine,
with his wife and their children,
Naomi, 12, Joe, 10, and Owen, 5.
Tickets are $2 each for students,
senior citizens and friends of libraries; $4 each for all others. They arc
available locally at the Book Stop in

Nob Hill Center or by writing to
Friends of the Truth or Consequences Library, Box 311, Truth or
Consequences, N.M. 87901.

.
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are obsessions that can be
dangerous.
The arts are "like a knife in the
mind,'' he says. "The knife can turn
savagely upon the person wielding
it. Yoll use the knife carefully, because you know it doesn't care who

it

La Bottine has created music for
the Montreal ballet Poilllepeiu. It
has also participated in folk music
festivals throughout the world, including France, Belgium and
Switzerland.
The folk group has provided
music for radio Quebec's
documentary Images Perdues and
for the Public Broadcast Service's
television production Fiddlbtg,
Dancing and Telling Stories, which
are among their numerous radio and
television shows in Canada, the United States and Europe.
Tickets, to be sold at the door, ate
$2.50forstudents and$3 for others.

cuts~"

Still, King. says he sees his writing
as therapy.
"Writing is necessary for my sanity,'' he states. "As a writer I can
externalize my fears and insecurities
and night terrors on paper, which is
what people pay shrinks a small fortune to do."
The 6-foot-4-inch, 200-pound alithor says horror fiction is appealing
because "it serves as a rehearsal for
our own deaths."
Horror movies are much the
same, he Wrote in Da11se Macabre, a
nonfiction book fhat explores the
eerie world of horror In literature,
film and the mass media,
"It (the horror movie) is morbid·
ity unchained, our most base instincts let free, our nastiest fantasies
realized," he says in the book, "and
it all happens, fittingly enough, in
the dark."
A superstitious man by his own
admission, he is firmly collvinced
the horrors tory must ''tell a talc that
holds the reader orthe listener spell·

continued on page 9
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OPENING NOVEMBER 23RD!

There's only one choice in ski resorts for 1983·84...
Purgatory,. the Southwest Colorado hotspot that's
"Cornin: On Strong!"
PURGATORY

Skiable
Acres
530

Crested Butte

400

Taos

300
470

Telluride

Now
accepting
applications
136 Marron Hall

4 Corners Card
/Discouni Card
$141$15
None
None.

$14

$475

Season
Plllji*

5250 mlllll>n
Expansion

$325

YES I

$600
$585/650

No
No
No

Purgatory has "The Hottest Skiing in the West" and
the "Hottest Prices!" Get your Season Pass now at
the lowest price around ... or pick up your 4 Corners
Card for only $35 to ski for the low, low, price of$14 a
day low season and $15 a day high season. And both
passes have a bounty of added benefits this year! On
sale now at Purgatory Sports, 528 Main in Durango or
by calling (303) 259·1485.
For lodging reservations call toll-free (800) 525-0892.
*"College Student Price"
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Sports
Lobos Hit Shots, Walk on Converse 99-88
By .Jim Wiesen
The University of New Mexico
mcl)'s basketball team clubbed the
Converse All-Stars Friday night 9988.
"Club" is the key word, because
New Mexico played like one and
Converse didn't. The All-Stars relied on an instinctual offense and
defense and never once held the
lead.
The Lobos jumped out to a quick
12-5 lead and were never
threatened. George Scott was 8-for10 from the field in the first half and
the Lpbos led 49-35 at intermission.
The Lobos continued to dominate
play in the second half, when the
only question that remained was
whether they could reach triple figures.
Alan Dolensky's last-.second
attempt bounded high off the back of
the rim and the Lobos ended just I
point away from the magic number.
The exhibition was a chance for
Lobo Coach Gary Colson to build
confidence among the upperclassmen and shake the nerves out of toe

ulcer-prone frcshm~n. And the
freshmen played surprisingly well,
even though they committed 20 of
36 Lobo turnovers.
Hunter Greene, Kelvin Scarborough and Mike Winters seemed to fit
into the Lobos' scheme of things,
The three combined with fellow
rookies Richard Merritt and Larry
Markland to score 25 points for
UNM.
Scott, a senior, had a field day (or
night). He wandered in the lane virtually unmolested in scoring 27
points and snagging 15 rebounds,
Much to the astonishment of ab•
out 8.000 fans, Scott hit three ISfoot shots, something he rarely
attempted a season ago.
Nelson Fransc was 7-for-11 from
the field and finished the night with
16 points. He took the shots the AllStars wanted him to, but swished the
20-footcrs through the net.
Alan Dolensky scored 20 points,
going 8-for-12 from the field.
The All-Stars forgot many of the
fundamental skills required to play
good basketball - they didn' l get
their hands in the air, allowing huge

gaps in their defense. Consequently,
the Lobos hit 60.7 percent from the
field for the night.
They also forgot to hoi< out underneath the basket and were out·
IJoarded 53-36.
Lobo point guard Phil Smith was
in foul trouble all night, giving Scarborough more playing time than expected. Still recovering from a groin
injury, Scarborough said he felt the
freshmen played well together but
was not pleased with the number of
turnovers.
Colson said, "I don't think Kevin
showed us everything h~ is capable
of doing.'' He said he thought Scarborough should have puJ!ed up for
more shots.
Greene said he was "n bit nervous" coming down the .ramp just
before the opening tip. but thought
he played more I ike a senior. He was
5-for-8 from the field and finished
the night with 12 points.
"He will be an all-WAC player
before it's (his career) is over with,"
Colson said.
Greene said he was satisfied with
his offense but felt his defensive
effort was "not enough."

Lobo Runners Lose to District Foes
By .Jim Wiesen
The University of New Mexico
men and women's cross country
teams did not qualify for nationals
Saturday. but men's Coach Del Hessel and women's Coach Cindy
Schmandt felt like they had run
against the best teams in the nation.
Both coaches agreed that the DisG~orge Scott (41) tips in a shot in the exhibition game against
trict 7 championships, run on a hilly
the Conv~rse All-Stars. Scott led all scoring with 27 points. He six-mile course in Ogden, Utah,

also. pulled 15 rebounds in the win.

might have been the country's
toughest district meet.
The Lobo men finished the meet
in fourth place behind Texas-El
Paso, Brigham Young and NevadaReno. The women wound up fifth
behind BYU, Montana. UTEP and
Idaho.
Hessel said District 7 is relatively
small but is very competitive with
UTEP and BYU. UTEP has won the

NCAA championships five of the
last nine years.
''Their is no way we could have
gotten second place with the way
BYU and UTEP ran. They were
very impressive," Hessel said.
Schmandt, in her first year as
coach of the Lobos, said she gained
"a lot of respect for District 7,"
"We paid for not having a front
runner," she said. The Lobes have
continu~d

on page 11

Sports
Runners-------------continued from page 10
If Hussein finishes the national
race in the top 25, which includes
180 of the best runr.ers in the country, he will become an AllAmerican.
Lobo runner Ibrahim Kivina lost
three positions in the last mile of the
race, finishing ninth, Hessel said
Kivina got a sideache and dropped
from sixt~ place,
.
·
Other finishers for the men were
Greg Keith (23rd), Mark Steward
(37th) and Andy Zimmer (7lst).
Hussein and Kivina will both
graduate this year but Hessel remains optimistic about the Lobos'
chances next year. "We look for
Keith (a sophomore) and the other
runners to improve and, with a good
recruiting year," he said.
The Lobos ran the High Country
Athletic Conference Championships
simultaneously with the District
Championships and finished in
second place behind BYU.
Schmandt was named HCAC coach
of the year.

relied all year on runnin~ in a pack, a
strategy th.at works well in cross
country.
But for a district meet, she said it
is almost imperative that someone
gets up and captures those first few
positions. The teams that finished
ahead of the Lobos all had runners in
the top 10.
The top finisher for the women
was fresnman Carole Roybal, who
ran her best race as a Lobo. Roybal
ended the race 16th with a time of
18:42.9.
Other finishers for the women
were Cynthia Valdez (20th), Kathy
Pfeifer (27th), Kathy Champagne
(29th) and Joan Sterrett (31st).
Lobo Ibrahim Hussein was fourth
in the meet for the men, with a time
of 30:55 and was the lone Lobo to
qualify for the nationals. "Hussein
was beat by three very good runners.
I think he has an excellent chance to
become an All-American," said
Hessel.

Lobo Gary Butler (46) converges on UTEP quarterback Jay Cleveland {12).

Lobos Blank UTEP, Set WAC Record
By Eric Maddy
When is a record not a record?
The UNM defense held Texas-El
Paso to minus I 8 yards rushing and
70 yards in total offense in beating
the Miners 35-0 Saturday night.
The 70 yards the Lobos allowed
the Miners is a Western Athletic
Conference defensive record,
eclipsing the old mark of 72 yards
held by Wyoming against Utah and
Brigham Young in 1966.
The total is not a school record,
however. UNM held Northern Arizona to 45 yards in total offense in
1946 and New Mexico State to 61
total yards in 1948, both before the
WAC was formed. The Lobos
claimed another WAC dcfensi ve record earlier this year by allowing
Brigham Young 777 yards, the most
in WAC history .

- Senior linebacker Gary Butler
keyed the effort with four quarterback sacks for 49 yards in losses.
Butler also led the team with/nine
solo tackles (and II total stops) and
broke up one pass. Jn all, UNM had
eight sacks and gave UTEP minus
yardage on 13 plays.
With the stellar defensive performance, UNM moved past Hawaii
and back into the lead for conference
defense. UNM is giving up 313.8
yards per game, a little less than 12
yards per game ahead of Hawaii.
which did not play this weekend.
With the shutout, UNM also took
the league lead in scoring defense.
"WI: played well, and it just so
happened that the things we did
worked and they worked all night
long," said Lobo head Coach Joe
Lee Dunn. "I'm suprised they
didn't block better than that.

"They'vchad a lot of people hurt,
but they played very well the lasl two
weeks ;:tgainst Hawaii and Brigham
Young," said Dunn. "70 yards .•. that's hard to believe."
The goal of winning the WAC
defensive championship is "something we always strive for," said
Dunn. "We like to be No. I in scoring defense and total defense. Once
we lost all the ball games and were
out of the conference race, it was one
of the only things left to play for
besides a .500 season.
"It would be even more remarkable (to win the defensive titles) af·
ter the fiasco at B YU."
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Have your
• Reports • Dissertations • Term Papers
• Theses • B.esum.es

Typed professionally and economically by Albuquerque's lead·
ing word processing service bureau

-l'orl'ast Turnaround
Left. and Right Juatlfica.t!on

·Call•

Camera. Ready Copy
Reasonable Rates
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Budweiser®
Rusty ''Smurf" Redinger

RECONDITIONED
STEREO EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE OR TRADE
\ cash paid for saleable used

:
:
••

Receivers, Tuners, Amps,
Turntables, Tape Recorders,
Speakers, Equalizers

!

THE AUDIO CLINIC, INC.

•

Items--working or not

: 1616 Eubank Blvd. NE
:
9am-6pm Mon.-Sot.
:

:
:
•

30-day labor warranty.

•••
••
•

KING OF BEERS..,

•

296-7566

•••
•

!

!

:

3 Blocks North of Constilurion

o
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MEDIC·AL $CHOOL
. SCHOLARSHIPS
If you're planning a career in medicine you owe it to yourself to
Leisure Services Player of the Week
This week's Budweiser/UNM Leisure Sei'Vices Player or the Week Is
Rusty "Smurf" Redinger. Smllrf, a sophomore Mathematics and
Computer Science major from Grand Rapids, Michigan, was chosen
for his active and enthusiastic participation. in a wide variety of
leisure sports this semester. A member of Sigma Chi fraternity
Smurf says "I love you, America I Smurfdom Is kingdom and Sigma
Chi is number 1. I want to say hi to my pledge dad Francis and my big
sister Bonnie, and hello to aH my fans, especially the crew fr~m 810
Vassar, you know who you are." Once again, our congratulations to
Rusty "Smurr' Redinger, th.is w':ek's Budweiser/UNM Leisure Ser·
vices Player of the Week.

find out about the Air Force's Health Professions Scholarship
Program.
.
.
.
Qualified U.S. citizens can receive scholarships for medical or
osteopthic school.
.
.

OUR SCHOLARSHIPS INCLUDE:
<tTuition
<tReqillred Books
<tRequlred Lab Fees .
. .
.,:,Required Equipment Rental
and More Than $579.00 Monthly St1pend
For Details contact
Msgt Derrell J. Moyer
Air Force Medical Placement Office
2125 Wyoming NE
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87112
Phone 29 • 6! 2~
0
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What is Wor.domaf
It is a unique business developed lor the benelil
ollhe college student.
It offers word proce•tllng laciUiies so that slu·
dents can type lhelt own lena papers, thesis, re·
swaes, leHen. All this can be made leHer perlecl,
profestiiODal, and can be made at a low coal ($2-4/
hour).
·
.
Other services available include: a lake•ho111e
coapaler and 1110de111 for the student who wants to
use the University computer, but is being "locked
out" by the long linea (as low as $3 ovemight or
.
.
•
$12/week).
Art and atc:hitecture students love the Koala Mac•
ro-muslrtdor. Music students may compose three·
part aaasla ($2 hour).
· -~ - --We also buy and sell CoiDDiodore
hardware and soltware.
).!::=::=..1

II

121 Yale S£ 242·0168

WORDOMAT
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ACTION I COMEDY, WORLDWIDE I ELSEWHERE
New Zealand •. France • Italy • Canada
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PREMIERE SHOWING
November· 16th at 8:00P.M.
Popejoy Hall
Tickets are $5 in advance at Box Office,
UNM Ski Club and Mountain Sports Shop.·
$6 at the door.
Sponsored by UNM Sid Team and

'1101 S.\N PfORd, NE • ALBUQUER()UE, NEW MEXICO
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TUE CITADEL: SUPERB location near UNM ami
downlown. Bus service every 30 minutes. I bed1oom
or efficiency, $270 to $370, All utilities paid, Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and l11undry, Adult
couples, no pets. I 520 University NE. 243-2494. tfn
FOR RENT; EFFICIENCY apamnent, 1410 Girard
N.E., $230/mo., for one person, $250/mo. for 2
personii) all utilities paid, $175 securitY deposit. Fully
rurnishec.l-security locks and laundry facilities. No
children .or pets. Please call before 6:00 In the
evening, 266·8392.
tfn

Looking for Something?
Whether you're looking
fo.r. a used moped or
renting a room, classified
ads do the trick. Ads can
be placed at t 3 1 Marron
Hall.

Las Noticias
YOU AIIF: INVITED to a free public demonstration
ol the Rolf Method of Structural lntegratio;l.
rue;day, Nov. 15,7 p.m. 5014 OuadalupeTrailNW.
Daniel Deppermnn, rolfer.
11/14
Cl'lt TIIAINING FOU all HUdents at Int~rnational
Center on Saturday, November 19, 1983, from 8 a.m.
to 9 p.m. Refreshments will be served. To register or
for information, contact us at 277-5029. Sponsored
by NCHO.
11/18
INSULIN·DEPf:NDENT DIABETIC
male
volunteers (ages 18·40} urgently needed for insulin
absorption studies at the Unlv, of New Mexico
Clinical Rcscnrch CeJHer. Volunteers will be admitted
ov~rnight to the hospital nml stndied the following
morning, $50 reimbursement for participation.
Volunteers must be healthy and without previous
ltbdnmlnal surgery. Call Jean or Judy at 277-4656.
11/14
f'Ol.K GUITAH WOHKSUOP. Starts 11117/83,
299-7955.
11117
ON NOV. 8, THF: Senate voted 4647to lnclude$124
million for chemical weapons production in the new
Defense package, Domenici voted in favor of the
measure. The matter now has to be worked out
between the House and the Senate. All It takes is a
phone L·all (766·3481) or letter to Domenici to Yoice
your opposition to these gruesome and immoral
weapons.
11114
GAY AND U:SIIIAN Student Union: Discussion of
pros and cons of being openly gay at work. Small
group discussions followed by socializing and
refreshments. Tuesday, November 1~. 7:30 p.m.,
SUB 231A-C::.
11/lS
AltE YOU INTERESTED in a Jewish Student
Union? Call Mark 842·9536.
J 1/JS
UNM SUMMEH SF.SSIONS in Spain and Mexico are
availnblc to UNM st!ldents and APS teachers, June
and July 1984, Earn up to si~ hours In enchanting
surroundings. Information meeting November 14,
7:30p.m. at the fnternatlonal Center. 277-4032.11114
CONCEPTIONS SOUTIIWF.ST IS NOW taking
literature submissions, Send them to UNM Box 20,
Univ. of New Medea 87131 or drop them off in 136
Marron Hall. Deadline is coming up. Include SASE If
you want 'ern returned,
11/21
CJ.UB? MEETING? EVENT'l Advertise In Las
Notlcias. Only 10 cents per word per issue for UNM
departments and organizations.
tfn

Personals
ALI.EN: REMEMBER, "DON'T stop believing!"
Love ya lots!.
11/14
PABLO, 19 HAPPY big ones to a great guy! Your
buddy,
11/14

For Sale

TUTORING~

MATHEMATICS, STATISTICS,
French· Masters degreed, experienced teacher·t\ltOr,
266-4247.
11/14
QUICK, ACCURATE TYPING: Research p!!pers,
theses, dissertations, charts, graphs In my home. The
Other0ffice884-6564.
119
PROFESSIONAL TYPING $1/page. 293.4892.
11/16
QUALITY TYPING, MONTGOMERY-San Pedro
area. 90 cents/page, 881-6445.
ll/30
TYPING, IBM SELECTRIC, 255-3337.
1/16
ATI'ENTION CAR OWNERS: Introductory offer,
$150 worth of car maintenance for$20. Good for one
year, Two blocks from UNM. Certified mechanics,
all parts and labor guaranteed, Call for information.
EdStone265-4939.
11/14
TYPIST: TERM PAPERS, resumes, 299-8970. 11121
TYPING, WORD PROCESSING 821-4126, 11/29
HOUSEHOLD WORD TYPING and Editing Ser·
vice. Near campus. 256-0916.
11/14
TYPING, WORD PROCESSING, Rindy 296·6298.
l/23
MARC'S GUITAR CENTER. Quality lessons, sales,,
rentab andrepalrs.143 HarvardSE. 265-3315,
tfn
ACULEX WORD PROCESSING: Theses, dlsser·
tations, term papers,, resumes, graphics. 831·3181,
12/12
CONTACTS-POLISHING, SOLUTIONS Casey
Optical Company on Lomas just west of Washington.
tfn
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT contraception, sterilization, abortion. Right To Choose,
294-0171.
tfn
WE GOT DISTRIBUTORS. Prescription eyeglass
frames. Greenwich Village (Lennon Styles), gold
rimless. $54.50 (regular $65.00), Par Less Optlcians,
5019 Menaul N.E., across from LaBclles.
tfn
PREGNANCY TESTING & counseling. Photle 247•
9819.
!fn

MARIA, THANKS FOR the happiest two years .of
my life, You were definitely worth the wait. Love
always, Rlkker.
11/14
HEY ZTA'S: CONGRATS initiates, l..et's party at
Formal!· Your good friends, tbe Trl Petta pledge
class!,
11/14
HAPPY DELTA WEEK Fiji pledges Andrew, Chris,
Joey, Ken, Mike and Tim. We'll pray for you, Love,
your little sisters.
111.14
TO TUE PERSON[SI Involved In the return of the
Red McGNsor backpack, Many, many thanks.
Richard,
11/16
MAKE CONTACT WITH that speCial someone or
friends and family, Place a personal message in the
classifieds today, Deadline: I p.m. the day before
insertion. 131 Marron Hall.
tfn

Food/Fun
WANT TO PLi\Y D&D? Call Darrell at 298·17$)
after 6 p.m.
11/17
HUEVOS MAGNITICOS: TWO eggs W/frijoles on. a
flour tortilla smothered w/red chill, cheese and .sour
cream. Only $1.99 at the Morning Glory Cafe, 2933
Monte Vista NE. Mon-Frl7:00-3:00. 268·7040 • .11/15
''FOOD/FUN" IS a place for announcements of
restaurants, parties, food sales and stores, concerts,
etc. Announce your goodies and/or entertainment
today.
tfn

Services
PROt'ESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE. Call Mary
881·1724 days, 265·1088 evenings.
11/18
LIGHT MOVING WITIJIN city. 821-3190.
11/18
TYPIST ON CAMPUS. Sense of humor. Some
genius. 242-3093.
ll/18
TEST ANXIETY? MEMORY? Retention?
Professional hypnosis can help. Special student rates,
Free consultation. Call Human Development
Programs 292-0370,
11/29
EDITING, REWRITE, TYPING, tuto1lng In
sociology, Ca11242·0127.
IJ/22
TYPING 843·9137.
12/12
QUALITY TYPING IN my home. 299-6191. 12112
OVERWEIGHT? NEED OVERWEIGHT people for
an all natural program (HERBALIFE). 255-9866,
26S-9S29.
11123
24 HR TYPING Service. 294·0144 days, 298-5110
evenings.
l/25
VOLVO REPAIRS. RELIABLE, reasonable,
gUaranteed, Mike 242-4826.
11/15
TYPING, WORD PROCESSING. Term papers,
theses, dissertations, editing, Resumes professionally
written. Reasonable rates, highest quality, 881-0313.
11/14

-il

iC

STOP
SMOKING

-il
1C
-il
1C
iC
iC
iC
iC

In one medical
treatment.
Nicotine withdrawal
program
268-2939

~
~

•
specializing in
German food, party trays,
delicious homemade pastries

1218 San Mateo
268-0710

____ ......

)OFtcoara
Cl i)coun~czr~
InC.

THE LOWEST
PRICES
IN
NEW MEXICO
ON
SOFTWARE
*********

*SPECIAL*
DUY 2 DISKETIES

IJANSI(IN~&
Bras and Panties

oft~

Add to oil this a free gift
.offer and you have the
biggest Danskin Sole
Event in history! Buy any
two Donskin Bros and
receive a pair of Donskin
Tights, absolutely free.

GET 1 FREE
with this coupon
Limit: 1 per customer

:l2:l0 San Mateo
881-6~17

Lost&Found

Miscellaneous

rPiaceyourCiassiiied-adl

1 today at 131 Marron 1

l ... --- __H.JJ!: -- _.,.. _

Employment
CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE NEEDED for travel
agency, Senior preferred, also prefer sales/marketing
major, Mail resume to Travel Agent, 155 Calle
Arroyo Selo NW, Albuq, 87120.
Jl/18
STUDENTS PREFERRED. PAIIT•time janitorial
work. Evenings Mon-f'rl 12·15 hrs per week. Phone
255-0519.
ll/IS

TWO ONE-BEDROOM apartments available. One
personS195. Two people$210. Deposit.243-4741.
11118
IIOUSEMATE WANTED, TWO miles from
campus. $150 month, !4 utilities. Call265·0212,

Bright Future Futon Company
• a coHage lndushy •

2424 G!lrfield Avenue SE
Albuquerque, NM 87106
(505) 268-9738

Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

•••••••••••••••iii..

I

200fo

Travel

IS IT TRUE yqu can buy je~ps for $44 through th~
U.S. government? Get the facts today! Call 01 2) 742· · TAKING A TRIP? Advertise your trip, adventure or
1142 e~t. 9340-A,
11/14 ride needs In the Daily Lobo. ·
·
tfn
TIRES- GOOD
CONDJT.!ON,
UniRoyal
Pl95175R14 (14") steel-belted radials. $79 set. 265·
4193.
U/14
1980 VW RABBIT. Cassette, sunroof, good con·
dition. $2800. Call evenings 266-4218.
11/18 LOST; TAN BAG, statistics boo)(, calculator,
11/14
SKI BINDINGS- LOOK N-77H with brakes, One glasses. Reward. 292·5894,
LOST ON ()CT. 14: An Australian Shepherd In
pair brand new, $75. One pair used, excellent conUNM area, Neutered male with docked tail, Over·
dition $50. Call268-49j9 evenings after 5.
ll/17
1977 VW SCIRROCCO, Silver, good MPG, AM· weight with a dark brown/black coat. Answers to
''Kw!li·Chang," "f'leesky" and "Peesky," 1 miss
FM, A/C, trailer hitch. Cal1842·1580 evenings, 11/16 him desperutely. Call 247·8027, Reward, ·
11/14
GEMEINHARDT PICCOLO, SOLID silver head,
like new, $400, 265-7669.
11/15 CLAIM YOUR LOST possessions at Campus Police
8:00a.m. to4:00 p.m. daily.
tfn
YAMAIIA 115, GREEN. Needs coil and battery.
$250. Call Gael at292-0828,
ll/15
l979 KAWASAKI KZ750B Sissy Bar, Windjammer
V and custom scat, I5K adult. Miles, excellent
condition, 88!.1649 or299-1326.
11/17 CASH .FOR GOOD used furniture, toys, baby
furniture. Call Kid Stuff 842-6421, Yale-Stadium.
1982 HARLEY SPORTSTER, Immaculate. 294·
ll/~4
2560,298-4097 Shane,
11/15
DEADHEADS:
IIA
n~
YOU
traveled
with
the
Dead?
1981 TOYOTA CEUCA, For details, call Steve after
lf so, I would like to talk to you and maybe buy you a
7 p.m. at 831-4655 or at work296-SSS3. ·
U/18
beer. Call Scott nt 277-5656 after8 p.m.
11/15
MOCCASINS AND SANDALS - custom made,
Handcrafted handbags, wallets, belts, etc, Pathfinder THE RIZ GALLERY. Affordable, contemporary
art, 121 Yale SE, Open Tuesday~ and Thursdays or by
Leather, 1820 Central SE. East of Jack In the Box,
appointment, 243·0373.
11114
Phone243-3362.
Jl/14
ROSSIGNOL SKIS, 160 CM, tyrolia bindings.
Ladles' 'Hansen boots, size 8,$125. 255-7408. 11/14
FOR SALE: '77 Dodge van, '76 Buick Skylark, '70
Triumph Bonneville, '74 Yamaha TX6. 266·1347.
_J
11/15

Housing

r-------------1 iC*****************•
LET US CATER
YOUR NEXT PARTY

DAILY LOB() IS seeking a pan-time general
assignments news reporter. Must be a UNM student.
Some knowledge of i9Urnalism preferred. Call Wren
from 1 to 5 p.m. at 277·5656,
11/17
Pi\RT·TIME JOB afternoons and evenings, Must be
21 yeau old. Must be able to work FridaY and
Saturday nights, Apply in person, no phone calls
please. Saveway Liquor Store at ;5516 Menaul NE and
5704 Lomas NE. ·
12/12
OVERSEAS
JOBS - SUMMER/year
round.
Europe, S, America, Australia, Asia. Ail fields, $500$1200 monthly, Sightseeing. Fr~ info. Write IJC,
Bo~ 52·NM1, Corona Del Mar, CA 92625.
11/21

WildRose
2918 Cef1tral SE
Just east of Girard

he said: What can I do?
she said: Submit!

Join the

NM PIRG
Board of Directors
Board Members
Needed Now
• Discover New People and New Ideas
• Apply Classroom Learning to Real Life
Issues
• Gain First· Hand Experience DOing In·
depth research, Media Outreach, Public
Speaking and Project Co-ordination
• Enhance your Educational Experience
Petitions available now Jn the PIRG office, Rm 24E

1n the basement of !he SUB.
Petitions are due
Thursday, November 17,

5:00p.m.

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Acidity
5 Sunday drive
9 "The Rain in

"

14 Hastened
15 Caen's river
16 Slow: Music
17 Milk: Prefix
18 Paid back
20 Soreness
21 Tree
22 Garb
23 Cupboard
25 Conditions
27 Mattress
support
29 Used to be
30 Angle
34 Drinker
36 Bird
38 Range horse
39 Big show:
3words
42 Exams
43 Purloin
44 Bank abbr.
45 Water source
46 Fawn's
parent
47 Night light
49 Style
51 lock

54 Welsh river
58 Pine product
60 Malay boat
61 Kind of vote
63 Two quarters
64 Ethan65 Prayer word
66Suit to-

FRIDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

67 College VIPS
68 Oregon city
69 Famed loch
DOWN
1 Mainstay
2 Tutor
3 Of music
groups
4 Relate again
5 Rail
SWage
advance
7 Around
February:
3words
8 Tchrs'. gp.
9 Apertures
10 Fuel
11 Not for
12Way
13 Joint
19 Decamps
24 Travel costs

26 Rockies or
Alps
28 Ont. city
30 Douglas31 Burn up
32 Benumb
33 Treater
34 Put away
35 Czech river
37 Buffalo
38 Shipman
40 Pipe fitting
41 Engine part
46 Rooms •

48 Parentless
child
49 Fleers
50 Gobbled up
52 Shoe parts
53 Storage units
54 Nail
55 Pronoun: Fr.
56 Argo constellation
57 Scrooge, for
short
59 Splinter
62 Conveyance

